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Hailing from the east coast, American Authors has taken the country and beyond by storm. With their
upbeat melodies and thought-provoking lyrics, this quartet is staking their ground in the music world
as the new band to beat.

American Authors’ debut album Oh, What a Life showcases the band’s incredible skills and unique
sound wonderfully. With each single on the album, the listener falls deeper and deeper in love with
these American men.
Opening track “Believer” pumps the listener up, as well as reassures him that life gets better as long
as he believes of course. Feeling down? Blast this jam through your speakers and just dance out your
frustrations.
With the bands’ other massive hit “Best Day of My Life” continuing to climb the charts, American Authors’ effort to spread good vibes and a positive message is gaining quite the reach. Singing “This is
gonna be the best day of my life,” the listener can’t help but feel lifted to a higher and much happier
level. No matter how bad a person’s day is going, blare this song through the speakers and he won’t be
able to keep himself from smiling, and busting a move of course.

While a majority of American Authors’ tunes on this album are upbeat and make you want to groove,
there are a few that slow down, causing the listener to pay a bit more attention to the lyrics.
Take “Luck” for instance. American Authors bring the melody down a bit yet are still able to capture
the listener’s attention with their honest lyrics. Singing “How can we make amends when we said all
we said? / I call and you don’t pick up / How can I say instead that I hope it’s for the best? / I won’t, and
I won’t give up,” anyone within ear shot will begin to reevaluate his life, thinking about how he can
make better decisions in the future.
Even though a lot of music these days is very sugar coated and empty, American Authors prove with
Oh, What a Life that it is possible to create meaningful and catchy tunes. By far one of the best albums
of 2014, and the year has barely been in full swing. Oh, What a Life was released about a month or so
ago, and many listeners are already looking forward to their sophomore attempt. Keep a close eye on
American Authors, they are sure to blow up and make it big all around the world.
For more information on American Authors, visit:
Website: http://weareamericanauthors.com/
Facebook: www.facebook.com/americanauthors
Twitter: www.twitter.com/aauthorsmusic
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